Cross-cultural emotion recognition has been a challenging research problem in the affective computing field. In this paper, we present our solutions for the Cross-cultural Emotion Sub-challenge (CES) in Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC) 2019. The aim of this task is to investigate how emotion knowledge of Western European cultures (German and Hungarian) can be transferred to Chinese culture. Previous studies have shown that the cultural difference can bring significant performance impact to emotion recognition across cultures. In this paper, we propose an unsupervised adversarial domain adaptation approach to bridge the gap across different cultures for emotion recognition. The highlights of our complete solution for the CES challenge task include: 1) several efficient deep features from multiple modalities and the LSTM network to capture the temporal information. 2) several multimodal interaction strategies to take advantage of the interlocutor's multimodal information. 3) an unsupervised adversarial adaptation approach to bridge the emotion knowledge gap across different cultures. Our solutions achieve the best CCC performance of 0.4, 0.471 and 0.257 for arousal, valence and likability respectively on the challenge testing set of Chinese, which outperforms the baseline system with corresponding CCC of 0.355, 0.468 and 0.041.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic emotion recognition is a crucial component to improve natural human-computer interactions. It has a wide range of applications in modern dyadic interaction scenarios, including callcenter dialogue systems, conversational agents [12] , mental health diagnoses [11] and education tutoring [9] etc.
Dimensional theory is one of the most important emotion theories in emotion analysis area, which leads to one of the most popular computing models for emotion recognition [21] . It considers an emotion state as a point in a continuous space described by three dimensions corresponding to arousal (a measure of affective activation), valence (a measure of pleasure) and dominance (a measure of control). Therefore, dimensional theory can model more subtle, complicated and continuous affective behaviors when compared to the discrete theory.
Previous studies [2, 5, 32] on dimensional emotion recognition tasks have explored various multimodal features, fusion strategies, and regression models. In addition, Zhao et al. [32] considered the interlocutor's influence in the dyadic human-human video chatting scenarios and proposed several efficient multimodal interaction strategies to help the subject emotion prediction by taking advantage of the interlocutor's information. Several transfer learning [30, 31] and domain adaptation [14, 18, 26] methods have been proposed for cross-culture speech emotion recognition. However, there are few studies for cross-culture multimodal emotion recognition.
In this paper, our goal is to learn emotion-salient and culturerobust representations to improve the generalization of emotional prediction in the cross-cultural scenario. Basically, emotion prediction and culture classification can be considered as two contradictory goals for learning the representations. Culture classification task hopes to keep cultural-relevant information, while emotion prediction task tries to capture emotion-salient information that is insensitive to culture variation. Therefore, we propose an adversarial learning framework to exploit the game between emotion-salient feature generation and culture classification, which is beneficial to alleviate cultural influences and increase emotional salience simultaneously.
Our contributions to the challenge in this paper are from three aspects:
• we investigate several efficient deep features from acoustic, visual and textual modalities, and more efficient multimodal interaction features which can take advantage of the interlocutor's information in the dyadic interaction scenarios. For the acoustic features, we employ a more efficient audio representation model, VGGish [15] , which is trained on a large scale audio dataset and can learn richer audio representations. For the visual features, we compare the performance of two facial features extracted from different deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [16, 28] , which are pre-trained on a facial expression recognition dataset, FER+ [1] . Furthermore, we use the multimodal interaction strategies [32] which can take advantage of the interlocutor's multimodal information for improving the speaker's emotion prediction performance. • we apply the adversarial cross cultural adaptation strategy to alleviate the discrepancy among German, Hungarian and Chinese. Using the competition between emotion regressor and culture classifier, our method tempts to capture emotionsalient information and benefit continuous emotion prediction. The cross-cultural experimental results demonstrate that our method improves prediction performance in crosscultural scenario. • our ensemble models achieve the best CCC performance of 0.4, 0.471 and 0.257 for arousal, valence and likability respectively on the challenge testing set of Chinese, which outperform the baseline systems with corresponding CCC of 0.355, 0.468 and 0.041 for arousal, valence and likability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes some related works. Section 3 presents our proposed methods. Extensive experimental results and analyses are described in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are made in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Previous works have proposed various context-sensitive models to capture the context information. Huang et al. [17] investigated the RML model with the annotation delay compensation and output associative fusion. Angeliki et al. [22] proposed a hierarchical HMM framework to fuse the context information and multimodal information for emotion prediction. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [27] , the sequence modeling techniques, have been widely and successfully applied in dimensional and continuous emotion recognition tasks [3, 4, 6] .
There have been some research works to address the crosscultural emotion recognition problem. Chiou et al. [8] combine emotion datasets from different cultures to improve the cross-culture performance. Neumann et al. [24] utilize a small amount of target culture corpus to finetune the emotion model trained in the source culture corpus. Chen et al. [7] propose an auto-encoder to purify the emotion representation from the culture influence in a multi-task framework. However, all the above works require supervised multicultural emotion datasets, which does not hold in this challenge because there are no annotated training data in Chinese. Recently, unsupervised domain adaptation have achieved great success in many machine learning tasks such as cross domain image classification and speech emotion recognition. Tzeng et al. [29] propose a novel framework, Adversarial Discriminative Domain Adaptation (ADDA), which uses the discriminator to enforce an image classification transfer learning from the source domain encoder to the target domain encoder. Rozantsev et al. [25] show that partially shared weights embedding between different domains can lead to effective adaptation in cross domain scenarios.
For cross culture/corpus emotion recognition, Sagha et al. [26] propose an analytical approach based on Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis for cross culture emotion recognition. Zhang et al. [30] employ the transfer learning and Kaya et al. [18] employ a more efficient and effective feature normalization strategy for cross corpus speech emotion recognition. Gideon et al. [14] proposed an adversarial discriminative domain generalization method to move representations learned for each corpus closer to one another, which can improve cross-corpus generalization for speech emotion recognition. However, the above proposed methods are proposed for speech emotion recognition. Liang et al. adopt Gradient Reverse Layer [13] with domain classifier into the multimodal emotion recognition network to perform an adversarial game between the multimodal emotion recognizer and domain classifier [19] . Inspired by previous works, we proposed a weight sharing adversarial network based on discriminative model for multimodal emotion prediction in this work.
PROPOSED METHODS 3.1 System Framework
are two emotion video datasets in two different cultures, where f denotes the multimodal frame-level feature, y denotes the emotion label of arousal, valence or likability, T is the length of the time steps and D sr c and D tдt denotes the supervised and unsupervised emotion data.
The goal of adversarial cross cultural adaptation is to learn an emotion-salient and culture-robust representation z from feature f for emotion recognition. The proposed model is illustrated in Figure 1, which consists of three modules: feature encoder (E) used to transform f to z; emotion regressor (R) used for emotion prediction based on z; and culture classifier (C) used for culture classification based on z. We treat R and C as two adversarial targets for E, that is, E is trained to improve the regression performance in R and confuse the classification in C. Therefore, the feature z learned from E contains more emotional information rather than culture specific information and is computed as follows:
where θ E are the parameters of E which is implemented by an LSTM. R is a neural network based regressor with a set of fully-connected layers and its emotional prediction is computed as follows:
where θ R are the parameters of R.
To train the emotion regressor R, we optimize the Mean Square Error (MSE) loss function with the annotated emotion label y on each frame, which is:
to be noted, only the data from source domain can help to optimize this loss.
To train the parameters θ C of C, the culture classification label d ∈ {0, 1} is self-supervised. For f sr c ∈ D sr c , the label d is 0, and for f tдt ∈ D tдt , d is 1, which requires no human annotation. So the culture loss function is:
whered is the culture (or domain) probability of prediction and the θ C are the parameters of C. For the stability of the training of C, we get z ′ by applying max or mean pooling on z t over all time steps, instead of predicting the culture probability at each time step.
Since the goal of E is to increase emotion prediction and decrease culture classification, the loss function of E is as follows with hyper parameters α and β to balance the two losses:
The adversarial training procedures of the three modules are presented in Algorithm 1. It's also known as adding a gradient reverse layer before classifier C [13] , because we aim to minimize L cul at first step but maximize it at second step to confuse C. To stabilize the training, we first train the culture classifier C for S C iterations and then fix C to train E and R for S R iterations. After the adversarial training, the E is able to generate culture-invariant emotion-salient feature z and R can be used for emotion regression in cross-cultural scenarios based on the z.
Multimodal Features
VGGish Acoustic Features We extract short-term acoustic features from the VGGish [15] model which is trained on a large scale dataset. Each frame is transformed into log-mel spectrogram features as the input to the network. We extract frame-level features from the VGGish model with dimensionality of 128 as the audio embedding features and refer the features as "vggish.100ms". We for iter = 0, ..., S C do Compute culture loss L cul using Eq. 4
Adam update θ C with L cul end for for iter = 0, ..., S R do Compute L r eд and L enc using Eq. 3 and Eq. 6 Adam update θ R with L r eд Adam update θ E with L enc end for end for further remove the interlocutor's speech segment by the official turn information for speaker's emotion prediction, which significantly outperforms the "vggish.100ms" features [32] and we refer the processed features as "vggish.100ms.empty".
Textual Features Word vectors are distributional word representations learned from massive textual dataset [23] , which are not only more compact than the Bag of Words (BOW) representations but also can better represent the semantic meanings of the words. We first use IFLYTEK ASR 1 to get text transcriptions and use the Baidu Translator 2 to translate the text transcriptions from different cultures into German, English and Chinese, and then extract word embedding from different pretrained word embedding models and generate turn-level features via averaging the word embeddings within one turn and we refer these features as "de.word2vec" 3 , "en.word2vec" 4 , "en.gensim.word2vec" 5 and 'cn.word2vec' 6 respectively.
VGG-style CNN (VGGFace): The VGGFace model has the same structure used in [6] and is pretrained on the FER+ dataset [1] . We don't finetune the pretrained VGGFace model on the CES task, and the middle layers of the pretrained VGGFace model can contain useful features related to general facial expressions. We extract facial expression features from the conv5 layer as frame-level features, and refer the features as "vggface.conv5".
DenseNet-style CNN (DenseFace): The DenseFace model use same structure and finetuning strategy proposed in [6] . We extract features from last mean pooling layer of the finetuned model and refer the features as "denseface.tune.AV". We normalize the detected faces by detected faces' mean and standard, when the mean and standard are calculated from all detected faces and we refer the extracted features as "denseface.tune.AV.norm.global", and when the mean and standard are calculated from individual detected faces and we refer the extracted features as "denseface.tune.AV.norm.speaker". Figure 2 : Interaction Framework Overview. Each block denotes a turn which is defined as the portion where speech belonging to a single speaker before he/she finishes speaking. The orange block denotes the speech turn and purple block denotes the silence turn. "F", "A", "T" denotes the "face expression", "Audio" and "Text" respectively.
To match with the shift of ground-truth labels, we apply mean pooling over the faces detected from 5 consecutive frames.
Multimodal Interaction Features We follow the multimodal interaction strategies in [32] to construct the feature sequence for imitating the interaction patterns in the real dyadic interaction scenarios shown in Figure. 2. In our notation, we use S a t , S f t and S t t to represent the acoustic, facial expression and textual features of the speaker at t time step. We use the SZ a t to represent speaker's acoustic features which are filled with zeros at t time step. As for interlocutor's features, we just replace the S in above defined symbols with I , for example, I a t to represent the acoustic features of the interlocutor at t time step.
1) AFA Interaction: In addition to speaker's acoustic and facial expression features (S a ; S f ), we only consider the interlocutor's acoustic features (I a t ) and the multimodal interaction feature sequence at t time step can be denoted as:
EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Corpus Description
In this paper, we use the CES corpus [10] of AVEC 2019, which is an extension of AVEC 2018 CES [11] and adds a new Chinese culture corpus collected from new participants. Subjects participated in pairs and were asked to discuss the commercial products through the video chat. All audio-visual recordings were collected "in-thewild" using standard webcams and microphones in the subjects' offices or homes. The duration of each conversation is about 3 minutes. All three emotion dimensions are annotated every 100ms and scaled into [-1, +1]. The detailed data distribution of this corpus is shown in Table 1 . 
Experimental Setup
As shown in Fig. 1 , we use the LSTM-based encoder. The number of layers is set to be 1 and the number of hidden units is optimized for different input features. The emotion regressor is implemented with 1 fully connected layer and the culture classifier is implemented with 2 fully connected layers. Adam optimizer is applied to optimize the model, and we set the max time step to be 100 and the dropout rate to be 0.5. Specially, for training the system without adversary learning as shown in Eq. 3, the learning rate is initialized from 0.01 and is reduced half every 50 epochs. For training the adversary learning as shown in Eq. 6, we set the α and β to be 2 and 0.5 respectively and both S C and S R are set to be 1. We implement our methods with the TensorFlow deep learning toolkit. The predictions of our models are smoothed by simply averaging the predictions within a fixed window. The concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) [20] works as the evaluation metric for this challenge, which is defined as:
where µ x and µ y are the means of the sequence x and y, and σ x and σ y are the corresponding standard deviations. ρ is the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) between x and y.
Baseline Unimodal Results
In this section, we use the baseline system which without adversarial adaptation to systematically explore the effectiveness and generalization of the proposed different deep features under different cultures.
The results of the models trained on German are shown in Table 2 , for the performance of the audio features, the "vggish.100ms.empty" outperforms the best official baseline audio features [10] and the "vggish.100ms" on both arousal and valence. For the performance of visual features, the "denseface.tune.AV.norm.speaker" outperforms Session: Cross-cultural Emotion Sub-challenge AVEC '19, October 21, 2019, Nice, France the other visual features on arousal. The "denseface.tune.AV.norm.speaker" outperforms the other visual features on German and gets comparable results with the other visual features on valence for Hungarian. For the performance of textural features, the "cn.word2vec" and "en.word2vec" outperform the "de.word2vec" and the reason may be that the Chinese and English word embedding models are trained based on a larger trainable data. The results of the models trained on Hungarian are shown in Table 3, for the performance of audio features, the "vggish.100ms.empty" outperforms the "vggish.100ms" on arousal and valence, except for the arousal performance of German. For the performance of visual features, the denseface_based features outperform the "vggface.conv5" features on arousal and valence of both German and Hungarian. It should be noted that the performance in Hungarian is the worst than that in German, although the models are trained on Hungarian, which is similar with the results showed in the official baseline [10] .
The results of the models trained on combined German and Hungarian cultures are shown in Table 4 , we draw a conclusion similar to the experiments on German or Hungarian, which is that the "vggish.100ms.empty", denceface_based, "cn.word2vec" and "en.word2vec" features can get more stable and superior performance.
For likability dimension, the textual features achieve the best and robust performance, while audio and visual features perform extremely bad and are unstable, which has similar experimental conclusion in [32] . So in the flowing experiments, we don't consider the audio and visual signals for the prediction of the likability dimension.
Baseline Multimodal Results
We explore the performance of the multimodal fusion features which are fused by the concatenation strategy. For the fusion of visual and audio, based on "denseface.tune.AV.norm.speaker" features, when considering acoustic features or textural features, we achieve the performance improvement on both arousal and valence and the experimental results shown in Table 5 .. However, when considering "FAUs" visual features which achieve the best performance on valence under unimodal conditions, the performance degrades on both arousal and valence. The reason of the degradation is that the concatenation between the low-level features and the high-level features is not an appropriate solution, and we will explore more efficient feature fusion methods in the future. When adding another high-level visual features "vggface.fc5" and "vggish.100ms.empty" or considering three modality features at the same time, we can achieve the best performance on the validation of German and combined German and Hungarian cultures on arousal and valence.
For the performance of likability, we fuse two types of textural features, "cn.word2vec" and "en.word2vec", which are effective and robust on likability in the above unimodal experiments. As shown in Table 6 , the models trained on the combined German and Hungarian cultures outperform that trained on German for likability. So, for the submission of the likability, we ensemble several models trained on the combined German and Hungarian cultures.
The multimodal interaction features have shown good generalization performance for cross-culture emotion prediction in [32] .
We have compared the multimodal concatenation features and the multimodal interaction features and the experimental results are shown in Table 7 . For the prediction of arousal, the mutlimodal interaction features significantly outperform the mutlimodal concatenation features on Hungarian, whether the models trained on German or combined German and Hungarian cultures. These experimental results demonstrate the strong generalization ability of the mutlimodal interaction features. However, for the valence prediction, the interaction features achieve on par performance with the concatenation features. The reason may be that the our model is not efficient to learn the interlocutor's influence and context influence at the same time. In the future, we will explore more efficient multimodal interaction strategies.
Adversarial Cross Cultural Adaptation Results
For the experiments of our proposed Adversarial Cross Cultural Adaptation method, we select several multimodal features which perform better in the above baseline mutlimodal experiments and report the adversarial experimental results on arousal and valence. As shown in Table 8 , for arousal prediction, we train the model on German and validate it on German and test it on Hungarian. Compared with baseline multimodal results, the CCC performance with adversarial method decreases on source culture (German) but significantly increases on target culture (Hungarian). Both the mean pooling strategy and max pooling strategy can boost the performance on the target culture. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the adversarial method to alleviate culture biases and learn emotion-salient representations. For valence prediction, we train the model on German and Hungarian training set, validate it on German development set and test it on Hungarian development set. The adversarial learning method achieves comparable performance with non-adaptation method. For the submission, we set Chinese data as target culture and build up adversarial experiments with source supervised data in German culture and Hungarian culture.
Submission Results
For final submission, we average the prediction of multiple wellperform models on German and Hungarian validation sets for German and Hungarian testing respectively. However, for the Chinese testing, since there is no supervised development data for selecting the best model, we choose models which achieves high performance on the combined German and Hungarian cultures for Chinese testing. As shown in Table 9 , our approach outperforms the baseline for all three dimensions on testing set of German, and improves arousal and likability performance on testing set of Hungarian.
There is still a little loss compared with baseline results on valence. For testing set of Chinese, we achieve the CCC of 0.400, 0.471 and 0.257 on arousal, valence and likability which significantly outperform the baseline results. It demonstrates the effectiveness of multi-modal interactive and adversarial strategies to alleviate the gap for cross-cultural emotion recognition.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we explore different efficient deep learning features from acoustic, visual and textual modalities, and more efficient Session: Cross-cultural Emotion Sub-challenge AVEC '19, October 21, 2019, Nice, France multimodal interaction features which consider the interlocutor's information in the dyadic interaction scenarios. We also propose the adversarial cross cultural adaptation method to alleviate the discrepancy among German, Hungarian and Chinese. Our proposed model can learn to capture the emotion-salient information and benefit continuous emotion prediction by the competition between emotion regressor and culture classifier. The cross-cultural experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method can improve the prediction performance in cross-cultural scenario. Our models achieve significant improvement on the test set of the German and Hungarian cultures, achieving absolute gain of 4.5%, 0.3% and 21.6% for the prediction of arousal, valence and likability respectively on the challenge testing set of Chinese. In the future, we will explore more efficient cross-cultural methods and more effective interaction models for the cross-cultural multimodal continuous emotion prediction tasks.
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